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In the markets all over one can very easily see how smart phones have caught up. Now people
want more from their phones and the need for utility is driving all the leading companies to new
heights of performance and so they are coming up with top class products for their customers. LG
too has been very much in the game and they have come up with some high quality products into
the market which is backed by some awesome performances making them quite a favorite in the
market. The range of LG smart phones are very wide and serves to customers of various classes
making it a peopleâ€™s product and not a market oriented product.

The new LG optimus 3D is a very brave attempt by the company at establishing their presence in
the highly competitive high range smart phone segment which is dominated by industry leaders. The
phone weighs simply 116 grams making it one of the lightest phones in the segment. The super
AMOLED touch screen is the main attraction of the phone and the display along with the feather
buttons are what catch the eyeballs in the first glance. The phone has a 4.3 inches display which
means that the user will have to scroll less in order to see more. Moreover the display is further
strengthened by the corning gorilla glass which is quite a boon for the beloved device and its users.
The 16 GB internal memory of the phone allows the user to store a lot of data and the additional
external SD slot supports up to 32 GB memory card. The optional NFC connectivity makes the
phone all the more popular among the geek population who buy a phone especially for its
specifications and applications. The 8 MP camera of the LG Optimus 3D is one of the main
attractions for the crowd and when the performance of this camera is backed by an LED flash and a
2 MP front camera, it just becomes all the more utility oriented for the users.

This phone is available in Black, white and Pink colors to be chosen from.
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